
Fitting Instructions for SATURN Mirror
LED32
Please retain for future reference
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Wiring  from light fitting
Neutral(usually two black)

Earth(green/yellow sleeved copper)

Switched live(usually single black)

Blue(N)

Green/yellow

Brown(l)

1.  Handle with care. When unpacked, never place upright on a hard 
     surface eg. Tile Floor. Always lay on soft surface.
2.  There are 4 holes at the rear of the mirror for hanging the mirror. Drill 4 
     holes on wall at the same distances apart as the holes in the rear of the 
     mirror ref Diagram 1. If drilling through tiles, use a ceramic drill bit.
3.  Insert rawlplugs into holes.
4.  Insert screws into rawlplugs leaving min 5mm of the screw head out of 
     the wall.
5.  Attach wire from back of cabinet to mains wire in accordance with 
     current IEE regulations. A second person will be needed to hold the 
     cabinet in place.
6.  Lift mirror into place onto screws ensuring all 4 screws insert into the 
     holes at the rear of the cabinet.
7.  A distance of 150mm is necessary between the sensor switch and any 
     other object in any direction.

FITTING INSTRUCTIONS GENERAL INFORMATION

This Mirror/Cabinet is suitable for Zone2 or higher and not Zone 0 
or 1 (see diagram).
We advise that you consult a qualified electrician for the 
installation.
Switch off electrical supply at mains before fitting.
Ensure wall surface is of suitable strength and construction.
Beware of hidden cables or pipes.
For plasterboard walls, specialist fixings should be purchased from 
DIY or hardware stores.
The cabinet is heavy so you may need assistance.
Install infra red sensor side a minimum of 150mm from wall or 
obstruction.
Turn light on/off using infra red sensor - leave off when not in use.
Heat Pad will turn on with light switch and takes 2/3 minutes to heat 
up.
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